Travel Information

ABOUT SINGAPORE
Climate
Singapore’s year-round tropical climate is characterised by
uniform temperature, high humidity and abundant rainfall. The
31ºC (88ºF) average high temperature drops to around 24ºC
(75ºF) in the evenings, making the city suitable to host
conferences all year round.
Currency
The currency used in Singapore is the Singapore dollar (SGD) (1 SGD = 0.72 USD = 0.65
Euro) and there is no restriction on foreign exchange transactions in Singapore. Money
changing services and Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) can be conveniently found at the
Singapore Changi Airport, shopping centres and hotels around the island.
Multicultural and English-Speaking City
Singapore enjoys racial harmony and social cohesion, with a
population of 5.6 million comprising 74% Chinese, 13% Malays,
9% Indians and 4% Eurasians and other ethnic groups. It is also
home to a sizeable expatriate community, which constitutes onefifth of the total population.
English, Chinese, Malay, and Tamil are the four official languages spoken in Singapore, with
English being the most commonly used language. As an international tourist destination,
Singapore has a fully-developed tourism industry, and this includes professional guides and
translators fluent in a variety of foreign languages such as French, German, Japanese
and Korean.
Safe and Politically-Stable Environment
Singapore is amongst the safest cities in the world. The nation’s general economic
prosperity, professional and effective police force contribute to the low crime rate, and
enable continued success in controlling crime and enhancing personal security. Singapore’s
safety and political stability have been recognised globally with the following accolades:

2nd Safest City in the World
2017 Safe Cities Index

Top in Asia for Personal Safety
2016 Quality of Living ranking

Top in Asia for Absence of Corruption
2017-2018 Rule of Law Index

Leading Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) City
Singapore’s strategic location, extensive connectivity, state-of-the-art business events
venues, and strong knowledge-based economy combine to make this dynamic city a
catalyst for business success. Offering quality entertainment and leisure options (see
Annex V for sample guides), Singapore continually strengthens its reputation as a premier
business events destination that promises delegates enriching and memorable experiences.

Asia-Pacific’s Top Convention City
for 16 consecutive years
(ICCA Global Rankings 2017)

Top Asia Pacific Destination
(2018 Cvent Top 25 Asia
Pacific Destinations)

Best Business City in the World
(Business Traveller Asia-Pacific
Awards 2017)
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GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY
As one of Asia’s best-connected airports, Changi Airport serves more than 100 international
and budget airlines connecting to over 400 cities in more than 100 countries, with over 7,400
scheduled weekly flights. Delegates from over 150 cities have the option of taking direct
flights to Singapore.

Efficient Visa Application System
Most visitors to Singapore do not require a visa for visits of a 30-day duration. The
Singapore Exhibition and Convention Bureau will support the OMAE Conference in bridging
all visa-related queries or issues to the Singapore Immigration & Checkpoint Authority (ICA)
for follow up discussions.
Visitors who require visa, as per the lists below, would appreciate an efficient visa
processing time of 1 to 3 working days in a city ranked 1st for international openness* in
the World Economic Forum’s Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index (TTCI) 2017.
Afghanistan Egypt

Jordan

Algeria

Georgia

Kazakhstan Morocco

Somalia

Ukraine

Armenia

Hong Kong

Kyrgyzstan

Nigeria

Sudan

Uzbekistan

Azerbaijan

India

Lebanon

People's Republic of China Syria

Bangladesh Iran

Libya

Pakistan

Tajikistan

Belarus

Mali

Russia

Tunisia

Iraq

Moldova

Saudi Arabia ^ Turkmenistan

Yemen

For visitors from the People’s Republic of China, nationals with a valid Multiple Journey Visa
(which has recently been extended up to a 10-year validity) need not apply for a visa each
time they visit Singapore. This move will provide greater convenience for delegates from
China visiting Singapore.
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EASE OF ACCESSIBILITY
Getting Around Singapore Easily & Affordably
English is the working language for business and is widely spoken. As public signage
are expressed in the English language, delegates can explore and navigate the city easily
even on their own.
For travel between venues, Singapore's public transport system offers an efficient yet
inexpensive means of getting around. Our robust network of public transportation
includes bus services, taxis and mass rapid transit systems.

5.30am – 12am
SGD 0.77 – 2.50
(Euro 0.50 – 1.60)

5.30am – 12am
SGD 0.77 – 2.50
(Euro 0.50 – 1.60)

24 hours
From SGD 3.20
(From Euro 2.10)

Airport to city centre:
30 mins
SGD 2.00
(Euro 1.30)

Airport to city centre:
60 mins
SGD 2.00
(Euro 1.30)

Airport to city centre:
20 – 30 mins
SGD 18.00 – 25.00
(Euro 11.60 – 16.20)

Leisure Essentials

LEISURE ESSENTIALS
Singapore has continually reinvented itself to become one of the most enticing destinations in
Asia, attracting record numbers of tourists with our multitude of cuisines, cultures, shopping
havens and nightspots. In 2017, Singapore welcomed 17.4 million international visitor
arrivals – China as the city’s largest market source, followed by Indonesia, India, Malaysia and
Australia.
The tropical city is much more than the sum of our numerous attractions. The city is constantly
evolving, reinventing and reimagining. Singapore is where the culture shapers, action
seekers, explorers, foodies, socialisers, and collectors meet – there is something for
everyone!

For the Culture Shapers
A true experience of Singapore’s local cultures
would not be complete without a visit to the
different ethnic quarters of the island. There is
Chinatown for the Chinese, Kampong Glam or
Geylang Serai for the Malays, Little India for the
Indians, and Joo Chiat & Katong for the
Peranakans, descendants of 17th century
Chinese and Indian immigrants who married nonMuslim natives from the Malay Archipelago.
Delegates can also go on walking tours to
unearth the never-ending stories brought to life
by our trained guides, make stops at historically
significant sites and have a taste of our local
delights. Some interesting tours by The Original
Singapore Walks include:
•
•
•

LITTLE INDIA

A Chinatown Walk:
Red Clogs Down The Five Foot Way
A Kampong Glam Walk:
Sultans of Spice
A Little India Walk:
Dhobis, Saris & A Spot of Curry
CHINATOWN

LEISURE ESSENTIALS
History comes alive at the museums. With interactive exhibits, vivid replications of historical
moments, heritage artefacts and photo evidence among others, visitors will be able to intimately
find out about Singapore’s past. History-buffs are encouraged to start at the National Museum of
Singapore, then explore more about Singapore’s multiple ethnic cultures by visiting the Peranakan
Museum, and the Asian Civilisations Museum – just a few of the many museums in Singapore.
From modern contemporary to Southeast Asian art pieces, the Singapore Art Museum and
National Gallery have it covered for the art enthusiasts, while the ArtScience Museum pushes
the boundaries of art, science and technology.

PERANAKAN MUSEUM

ASIAN CIVILISATION MUSEUM

ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM

SINGAPORE ART MUSEUM

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SINGAPORE

NATIONAL GALLERY
SINGAPORE

For the Explorers
Singapore may be a cosmopolitan city but there is also a
thriving ecosystem of nature and wildlife nestled within our
city in a garden. Delegates can easily wander through the
many landscaped gardens and parks on the island, with
some even offering a scenic view of the city from vantage
points.
Spend an afternoon exploring Singapore’s waterfront
Gardens by the Bay set in the heart of the downtown city
centre. This public garden was awarded the World Building
of the Year 2012 at the World Architecture Festival and
features two conservatories as well as the towering
‘Supertrees’. Delegates may also seek respite in the lush
greenery at the historic Singapore Botanic Gardens, open
since 1859 and newly minted as a UNESCO World Heritage
site in 2015.
The more adventurous looking for an undisturbed experience
can take a day trip to Pulau Ubin, a living showcase of what
Singapore was like in the 1960s. Gravel roads, lush forests
and abundant wildlife, visitors can simply busk in the rustic
charms of the village at leisure or uncover the rich marine life
on Chek Jawa, a 100-hectare wetland on the island.

GARDENS BY THE BAY

SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDENS

PULAU UBIN
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SINGAPORE ZOO

RIVER SAFARI

NIGHT SAFARI

Animal lovers can get up close with the wildlife at Singapore’s award-winning wild life park –
Singapore Zoo, featuring 11 distinctive global wildlife habitats. Embark on a journey of discovery
at River Safari and meet over 6,000 aquatic and terrestrial animals. Visitors can explore 8 river
habitats from the mighty Mississippi to the majestic Yangtze before stopping by to visit the giant
pandas Kai and Jia at the largest panda exhibit in Southeast Asia. As dusk falls at the Night Safari,
the world’s first park for nocturnal animals comes to life. With over 2,500 resident animals, visitors
can take up to 4 walking trails or hop on a tram ride to explore the 7 geographical zones – from the
rugged Himalayan Foothills to the swampy banks of Equatorial Africa.

For the Foodies
Be enthralled by the myriad of flavours and spices that characterise Singaporean cuisine. In
Singapore, lip-smacking dishes by time-tested hawker heroes and award-winning home-grown
chefs are never far away. The latest Singapore Michelin Guide 2017 features 36 restaurants and
2 hawker food stalls.
At Candlenut (one-Michelin starred), Singaporean chef Malcolm
Lee takes traditional Peranakan cuisine up a notch. He combines
refined techniques and premium ingredients in his Ahmakase menu
— think wagyu rendang (braised meat cooked in coconut milk and
spices) and Petuna ocean trout curry.
Alongside home-grown chefs, many of the world’s award-winning chefs use
Singapore as a base for inspiration for their gastronomic craft. One of them
include French chef Julien Royer, and co-owner of restaurant Odette (twoMichelin starred), situated at National Gallery Singapore. Chef Julien is a
strong advocate for fresh produce, creating outstanding pieces that
command respect for each ingredient and a commitment to showcasing its
brilliant flavour. In 2017, he was awarded Chef of the Year at the World
Gourmet Series Awards of Excellence.
As a nod to the diversity of Singapore’s food culture, two
popular hawkers - Hill Street Tai Hwa Pork Noodle and
Hong Kong Soya Sauce Chicken Rice & Noodle - have
also been recognised with a prized Michelin star each, a
milestone for street food in the history of the Michelin
Guide. This also means that Singapore is now home to
the cheapest Michelin-starred meals in the world. A bowl
of bak chor mee (or minced meat noodles) starts from
SGD5, while a plate of chicken rice starts from just SGD2.
For more local hawker fare under one roof, be sure to check out the Chinatown Food Street,
Satay by the Bay and Lau Pa Sat. Alternatively, join Wok ‘n’ Stroll’s Hawker Discovery & Wet
Market Adventure, and let the expert show you where the local hunts are.
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For the Socialisers
In Singapore, socialisers can immerse in diverse entertainment and nightlife experiences and connect
with great company. For delegates who are looking to taste rare wines or sample bespoke one-of-akind cocktails, there are many bars and lounges to choose from.
Lined with bars and restaurants, Club Street / Ann Siang Hill is a
cozy enclave, right in the Chinatown precinct, popular for after-work
drinks. Nutmeg & Clove, a cocktail bar that marries Singapore’s rich
history with their offerings, reinterprets classic cocktails with a
Singaporean inflection.
Rooftop bars, sky-high watering holes, swish drinking spots, the
Marina Bay precinct is replete with after-dark haunts that serve up
solid cocktails and tasty bar grub. Popular picks include Ce La Vi at
Marina Bay Sands, which offers unrivalled views of the city skyline,
as well as LeVel 33, dubbed the world’s highest urban craft brewery.
Clarke Quay, distinguished by a state-of-the art roof canopy that cools the air while providing shade,
is home to a stellar line-up of international and local establishments. The live music scene is
noteworthy – enjoy a drink or two while listening to the blues and Rock-n-Roll at the Crazy Elephant

For the Collectors

A shopper’s paradise, Singapore entices you with a variety of retail experiences, from alluring
international fashion to lively bazaars. Explore heritage brands and uncover our thriving local design
scene. Delegates can also indulge in leading luxury labels across the island and acquire cultural
souvenirs from ethnic enclaves.
Our world-famous shopping belt of Orchard Road hosts countless international brands. Indulge in the
international designer labels of ION Orchard and the Paragon, and don’t forget to check out our
homegrown fashion designers at TANGS, one of Singapore’s heritage department stores.
World-renowned brands like OSIM and TWG actually started in Singapore. Pedro and Charles &
Keith stock numerous shoe designs for men and women, while Ethan K’s handbags have been a
big hit around the world. Pick up a modern timepiece from home-grown watchmaker Azimuth or
customise a suit with local tailors like Kevin Seah, Rossi or Mr. Bulli & Sons.
Most shops open until 10pm, while some never close at all. Head to Mustafa Centre in Little India
to purchase all sorts of everyday items, from clothes and furniture to watches and jewellery, or drop
into Don Donki at Orchard Central, which sells oriental snacks, homeware and accessories around
the clock.
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For the Action Seekers
Delegates in search of thrills and spills will be spoilt for choice - on the Sentosa Island, fun does
not cease and boredom retreats. Head over to the Universal Studios Singapore, for an enticing
selection of exhilarating rides and attractions for all ages or beat the heat at the Adventure Cove
Waterpark with thrilling water rides, just to name a few. Alternatively, delegates can experience
flight in a different way at iFly, an indoor skydive simulation.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS SINGAPORETM

ADVENTURE COVE WATERPARKTM

For more adrenaline-pumping activities, take up the
challenge with Singapore’s first Bungee Jump and
high element experiences at AJ Hackett or
experience the thrill of driving a supercar on the
official FORMULA ONE circuit with the Ultimate
Drive at Marina Bay. Avid trekkers wanting to enjoy
the tranquility of walking above the trees can also
head to the Treetop Walks, a 250-metre aerial free
standing suspension bridge spanning the two highest
points within MacRitchie Reservoir.

iFLY

AJ Hackett

